
EMPOWERS FLIGHT CREW TO 
PRIORITIZE BIDS, SO THEY CAN  
TAILOR WORK SCHEDULES TO BEST 
MEET THEIR NEEDS.

Quality on the Line 
An innovative line bidding process incorporates 
crewmember preferences — improving their morale 
and quality of life while helping your organization 
allocate costly resources more efficiently.

SkedFlex provides all the necessary tools for bid line 
construction, line bidding and line repair in a single 
module that’s tightly integrated with the main system, 
and shares the same user-friendly interface. It helps 
schedulers create, optimize and resolve conflicts in bid 
lines, and empowers flight crews to prioritize bids, so 
they can tailor work schedules to best meet their needs.

Schedulers can easily construct lines of flying that 
not only satisfy legal and contractual obligations, but 
also take operational targets into account. Our system 
gives greater control over flying and reserve coverage, 
helps eliminate conflicts and simplifies line repair 
while providing greater transparency of seniority,  
so flight crews can save time and bid on lines they’re 
more likely to hold. 

By the Numbers 
The Line Bidding module opens a world of additional 
functionality, with all the intuitive features users expect 
from SkedFlex. Numbered bid lines populated with 
visual trip details bring bidding to life. They’re created 
by an airline’s schedulers, who can apply scheduling 
rules to partially construct lines, simply drag-and-drop 
imported flight segments, routes or trips onto the 
numbered lines, or build them from scratch.

After lines are published for monthly bidding, crew-
members can use any device to rank them in order of 
preference, or create a standing bid that automatically 
prioritize lines for them — and places a bid using their 
pre-defined criteria should they forget. When bidding 
closes, lines reflect crew preferences in order of 
seniority, and schedulers can review and repair lines 
before they are awarded and crews notified.

Solutions taking flight
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SCHEDULERS 
ACCUSTOMED TO 
COMPLEX LINE 
REPAIR TO RESOLVE 
CONFLICTS IN 
SUBMITTED BID 
LINES WILL FIND 
THE TASK GREATLY 
STREAMLINED, AND 
THEIR NEED FOR 
RESERVE COVERAGE 
LESSENED. 
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1 Available lines for bidding in specific 
category (base/equipment/position)

2 Bid lines dragged from below in 
order of desirability

3 Bid line being dropped into desired 
sort position

4 Faded bid line showing previous 
position

Lines of Duty
Numbered bid lines reflect each assignment available in a category defined 
by base, equipment and position, and further designated as flying, reserve or 
both. These numbered rows display down a page, and span the month being 
planned. Visual trip details paint a vivid picture of a category’s bid lines, 
illustrating trips, flight segments and duty periods. 

During Line Construction, schedulers create an unlimited quantity of numbered 
bid lines for each category. They can add trips with just a drag-and-drop or 
use a copy feature to expedite creating similar lines. Pre-loaded vacation and 
training help schedulers construct the right number of lines every month.

Line Bidding begins once lines are published and an automated message 
informs crews when bidding opens and closes. Logging into SkedFlex  
displays a page with their category’s available bid lines for the month. 
Crewmembers simply drag any desired bid lines and drop them in order  
of preference at the top of the page to form their bid.

Standing bids can further simplify bidding. Once a crewmember specifies 
essential criteria — like days of the week, layover cities and lengths, and 
arrival and departure times — SkedFlex loads bid lines in this order, and even 
submits a bid if they fail to do so on time. 

Submitting a bid locks in preferences, though bids can be updated any time 
during the bidding window. As bids are submitted, SkedFlex sorts them by 
seniority and preference, and indicates a “tentative owner” for the most senior 
crewmember desiring a line — saving time for junior personnel, who can then 
preference lines they’ll more likely be awarded. 

Schedulers accustomed to complex Line Repair to resolve conflicts in 
submitted bid lines will find the task greatly streamlined, and their need for 
reserve coverage lessened. After bidding closes, SkedFlex highlights conflicts 
with vacation, training and carry-in from previous months, and shows data 
like block hours, away time and FAR legalities, including buffer information. 
Supervisors and other staff are able to review and approve assignments 
before they are ultimately published and crewmembers notified.


